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soda bottle to make the propellers. So after I cut everything that I

submarine then the model with fins will travel better because it had

needed to and measured everything. I put it on the main submarine

more control to go straight. My hypothesis was supported. The data

Does the size of a submarine aﬀect the speed?

Since I wanted to make the and the propellers I decided to use a

My hypothesis/goal for this project was if we take the fins oﬀ the

which was water bottle. After I did that I put it in my tub which I had shows this because when the submarine did not have the fins it did not
a choice to either put it in a pool but since I don’t have one I had to have balance for it to just go straight. When the submarine had fins it
use my tub. So after I did all of that I started to start my experiment

had way more control and balance for it to go straight and not in circles.

and so what I did I left the fins on and let it go. Then I took off the

If I were to do this project again, I would try to make it balance a little

fins. After that I timed It to see how fast it would go. After I did all

more because it was not really balance that well. It is important that

of that I then collected my data and wrote it down to see if

people know more about this topic because not that many people know

submarines needed fins.

so much about submarines and they don’t know if submarined do need
fins or not so is they were to read this project they would know the
answer.

